Geography. Besides, our Introduction, we have nearly finished Algebra. After which we have finished it my class will begin Euclid Synopties but as I have been examined upon it once I shall not study it again. And I shall have more time to devote to those studies in which I am behind my class. If I continue here I can graduate with ease with my class. The April Examination was finished about a week ago. I am over the number appointed to speak next July from my class.

My Acc. This term is as follows

Rev. Mr Smithfield — — — 59° 50
Dr. Sanders — — — 7° 50
In Letters — — — 80° 00

Board Meals — — 1° 75

O. Taylor 41/2 regarding that requested 9° 50
money refreshment for myself — 5° 00
O. Vol 10 of the Taylor 4/ — — 5° 00
O. Steward 3/4/8 Bingham for tuition $3 47° 00
2 L. Wood 2 2/4 2/5 Candles 1/ — 5° 00
Can 37 1/4 & 7/8 Rambler Wine 10° 1/ — 1° 25

Cover $63° 00